Abstract. The purpose of this mostly expository paper is to discuss a connection between Nielsen fixed point theory and symplectic Floer homology for symplectomorphisms of surface and a calculation of Seidel's symplectic Floer homology for different mapping classes. We also describe symplectic zeta functions and an asymptotic symplectic invariant. A generalisation of the Poincare -Birkhoff fixed point theorem and Arnold conjecture is proposed.
Introduction
Before discussing the main results of the paper, we briefly describe the few basic notions of Nielsen fixed point theory which will be used. We assume X to be a connected, compact polyhedron and f : X → X to be a continuous map. Let p :X → X be the universal cover of X andf :X →X a lifting of f , i.e. p•f = f •p.
Two liftingsf andf
′ are called conjugate if there is a γ ∈ Γ ∼ = π 1 (X) such that Recently a connection between symplectic Floer homology and Nielsen fixed point theory was discovered [14, 20] . The author came to the idea that Nielsen fixed point theory is connected with symplectic Floer homology theory of symplectomorphisms of surfaces at the Autumn 2000, after conversations with Joel Robbin and Dan
Burghelea. This connection is based on the following simple fact: Gromov pseudoholomorphic curve in symplectic fixed point theory is nothing else as a Nielsen holomorphic disc. In the dimension two a diffeomorphism is symplectic if it preserves area. As a consequence, the symplectic geometry of surfaces lacks many of the interesting phenomena which are encountered in higher dimensions. For example, two symplectic automorphisms of a closed surface are symplectically isotopic iff they are homotopic, by a theorem of Moser [37] . On other hand symplectic fixed point theory is very nontrivial in dimension 2. A selebrated landmark in this subject is Poincaré's last geometric theorem, proved by Birkhoff [1] in the 1925, which asserts that an area-preserving twist map of the annulus must have at least two distinct fixed points. It is known that symplectic Floer homology for surface symplectomorphism is the d = 1 part of periodic Floer homology of this symplectomorphism [24] , a Floer homology theory whose chain complex is generated by certain multisets of periodic orbits and whose differentials count certain embedded pseudoholomorphic curves. This theory is conjectured [24] to be isomorphic to the Seiberg -Witten
Floer homology [33] of the mapping torus of symplectomorphism in certain spin cstructures and also is conjectured to agree with Heegaard Floer homology HF + [38] of the mapping torus. It is known also that symplectic Floer homology of symplectomorphism of surface is a simple model for the instanton Floer homology of the mapping torus of this symplectomorphism [6] .
In the chapter 2 we discuss the connection between symplectic Floer homology theory and Nielsen fixed point theory and the calculations of Seidel's symplectic
Floer homology for periodic [20, 14] and algebraically finite mapping classes [20] . In the chapter 3 we describe symplectic zeta functions and an asymptotic invariant of monotone symplectomorphism. In the chapter 4 we discuss a generalisation of the Poincaré -Birkhoff theorem and Arnold conjecture and the calculations of Seidel's symplectic Floer homology for pseudo-Anosov and reducible mapping classes [3] The results of this paper were announced on the Symplectic Geometry Seminars at 2.1.1. Monotonicity. In this section we discuss the notion of monotonicity as defined in [41, 20] . Monotonicity plays important role for Floer homology in two dimensions.
Throughout this article, M denotes a closed connected and oriented 2-manifold of genus ≥ 2. Pick an everywhere positive two-form ω on M.
Let φ ∈ Symp(M, ω), the group of symplectic automorphisms of the two-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, ω). The mapping torus of φ,
, is a 3-manifold fibered over S 1 = R/Z. There are two natural second cohomology classes on T φ , denoted by [ω φ ] and c φ . The first one is represented by the closed two-form ω φ which is induced from the pullback of ω to R × M. The second is the Euler class of the vector bundle
is of rank 2 and inherits an orientation from T M.
throughout this article Symp m (M, ω) denotes the set of monotone symplectomorphisms.
Now H 2 (T φ ; R) fits into the following short exact sequence [41, 20] (2.1)
where the map r * is restriction to the fiber. The map d is defined as follows. Let ρ : I → R be a smooth function which vanishes near 0 and 1 and satisfies
If θ is a closed 1-form on M, then ρ · θ ∧ dt defines a closed 2-form on
. The map r : M ֒→ T φ assigns to each x ∈ M the equivalence class of (1/2, x). Note, that r * ω φ = ω and r * c φ is the Euler class of T M. Hence, by (2.1), there exists a unique class Because c φ controls the index, or expected dimension, of moduli spaces of holomorphic curves under change of homology class and ω φ controls their energy under change of homology class, the monotonicity condition ensures that the energy is constant on the index one components of the moduli space, which implies compactness and, as a corollary, finite count in a differential of the Floer complex.
We recall the fundamental properties of Symp m (M, ω) from [41, 20] . Let Diff
denotes the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of M.
(Isotopy) Let (ψ t ) t∈I be an isotopy in Symp(M, ω), i.e. a smooth path with ψ 0 = id. [41, Lemma 6] . For the definition of the flux homomorphism see [35] . This intersection is transversal if the fixed points of φ are nondegenerate, i.e. if 1
is not an eigenvalue of dφ(x), for x ∈ Fix(φ). The second approach was mentioned by Floer in [17] and presented with details by Dostoglou and Salamon in [6] .We follow here Seidel's approach [41] which, comparable with [6] , uses a larger class of perturbations, but such that the perturbed action form is still cohomologous to the unperturbed. As a consequence, the usual invariance of Floer homology under
Hamiltonian isotopies is extended to the stronger property stated above. Let now φ ∈ Symp m (M, ω), i.e φ is monotone. Firstly, we give the definition of HF * (φ) in the special case where all the fixed points of φ are non-degenerate, i.e. for all y ∈ Fix(φ), det(id −dφ y ) = 0, and then following Seidels approach [41] we consider general case when φ has degenerate fixed points. Let Ω φ = {y ∈ C ∞ (R, M) | y(t) = φ(y(t + 1))} be the twisted free loop space, which is also the space of sections of T φ → S 1 . The action form is the closed one-form α φ on Ω φ defined by
where
The tangent bundle of any symplectic manifold admits an almost complex struc-
defines a Riemannian metric. Let J = (J t ) t∈R be a smooth path of ω-compatible 
These are exactly Gromov's pseudoholomorphic curves [21] . is regular, meaning that D u is onto. Hence, by the implicit function theorem,
notes the subset of those u ∈ M(y − , y + ; J, φ) with µ(u) = k ∈ Z. Translation of the s-variable defines a free R-action on 1-dimensional manifold M 1 (y − , y + ; J, φ) and hence the quotient is a discrete set of points. The energy of a map u : If φ has degenerate fixed points one needs to perturb equations (2.2) in order to define the Floer homology. Equivalently, one could say that the action form needs to be perturbed. The necessary analysis is given in [41] , it is essentially the same as in the slightly different situations considered in [6] . But Seidel's approach also differs from the usual one in [6] . He uses a larger class of perturbations, but such that the perturbed action form is still cohomologous to the unperturbed.
Nielsen numbers and Floer homology.
2.2.1. Periodic diffeomorphisms. There are two criteria for monotonicity which we use later on. Let ω be an area form on M and φ ∈ Symp(M, ω).
sented by a map γ : S → Fix(φ), where S is a compact oriented 1-manifold. Then φ is monotone.
We shall say that φ : M → M is a periodic map of period m, if φ m is the identity is monotone symplectomorphism with respect to some φ-invariant area form and
where N(φ) denotes the Nielsen number of φ.
Proof. Let φ be a periodic diffeomorphism of least period l. First note that ifω is an area form on M, then area form ω : . This immediately implies
and dim HF * (φ) = N(φ).
Algebraically finite mapping classes. A mapping class of M is called algebraically finite if it does not have any pseudo-Anosov components in the sense of
Thurston's theory of surface diffeomorphism.The term algebraically finite goes back to J. Nielsen [39] .
In [20] the diffeomorphisms of finite type were defined . These are special representatives of algebraically finite mapping classes adopted to the symplectic geometry.
Definition 2.1. [20] We call φ ∈ Diff + (M) of finite type if the following holds.
There is a φ-invariant finite union N ⊂ M of disjoint non-contractible annuli such that:
(1) φ|M \ N is periodic, i.e. there exists ℓ > 0 such that φ ℓ |M \ N = id.
(2) Let N ′ be a connected component of N and ℓ ′ > 0 be the smallest integer such that φ ℓ ′ maps N ′ to itself. Then φ ℓ ′ |N ′ is given by one of the following two models with respect to some coordinates (q, p) ∈ I × S 1 :
where f : I → R is smooth and strictly monotone. A twist map is called positive or negative, if f is increasing or decreasing. The term flip-twist map is taken from [31] .
By M id we denote the union of the components of M \ int(N), where φ restricts to the identity.
The next lemma describes the set of fixed point classes of φ. It is a special case of a theorem by B. Jiang and J. Guo [31] , which gives for any mapping class a representative that realizes its Nielsen number. The monotonicity of diffeomorphisms of finite type was investigated in details in [20] . Let φ be a diffeomorphism of finite type and ℓ be as in (1) . Then φ ℓ is the product of (multiple) Dehn twists along N. Moreover, two parallel Dehn twists have the same sign, by (4) . We say that φ has uniform twists, if φ ℓ is the product of only positive, or only negative Dehn twists.
Furthermore, we denote by ℓ the smallest positive integer such that φ ℓ restricts to the identity on M \ N.
If ω ′ is an area form on M which is the standard form dq ∧ dp with respect to the
Gautschi distinguishes two cases: uniform and non-uniform twists. In the first case he proves the following stronger statement.
Lemma 2.6. [20]
If φ has uniform twists and ω is a φ-invariant area form, then φ ∈ Symp m (M, ω).
In the non-uniform case, monotonicity does not hold for arbitrary φ-invariant area forms.
Lemma 2.7.
[20] If φ does not have uniform twists, there exists a φ-invariant area form ω such that φ ∈ Symp m (M, ω). Moreover, ω can be chosen such that it is the standard form dq ∧ dp on N.
Theorem 2.8. [14]
If φ is a diffeomorphism of finite type of a compact connected surface M of Euler characteristic χ(M) < 0 and if φ has only isolated fixed points , then φ is monotone with respect to some φ-invariant area form and
Proof. From Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 it follows that ω can be chosen such that φ ∈ . This immediately implies
Theorem 2.9.
[20] Let φ be a diffeomorphism of finite type, then φ is monotone with respect to some φ-invariant area form and
Here, L denotes the Lefschetz number.
Proof. The main idea of the proof is a separation mechanism for Floer connecting orbits. Together with the topological separation of fixed points discussed in theorem 2.8 , it allows us to compute the Floer homology of diffeomorphisms of finite type. This has an immediate consequence for the Floer complex (CF * (Φ), ∂ J ) with respect to a generic J = (J t ) t∈R . Namely, (CF * (Φ), ∂ J ) splits into the subcomplexes (C 1 , ∂ 1 ) and (C 2 , ∂ 2 ), where C 1 is generated by crit(H) ∩ M id and C 2 by Fix(φ) \ M id .
Moreover, C 2 is graded by 0 and ∂ 2 = 0 [20] .The homology of (
Since every fixed point of φ|M \ M id has fixed point index 1, the Lefschetz fixed
Remark 2.2. In the theorem 2.8 the set M id is empty and every fixed point of φ has fixed point index 1 [31] . The Lefschetz fixed point formula implies that 
where N(φ) = | det(E − φ * )| denotes the Nielsen number of φ and φ * is an induced homomorphism on the fundamental group of T 2 .
Proof. Hyperbolicity of φ means that the covering linear mapφ :
has no eigenvalue of modulus one. The Anosov diffeomorphism of a 2-dimensional torus T 2 is area preserving so symplectic. In fact, the covering mapφ has a unique 
where χ(HF * (φ n )) is the Euler characteristic of Floer homology complex of φ n . Then χ φ (z) is an invariant of g, which we denote by χ g (z). Let us consider the Lefschetz zeta function
is the Lefschetz number of φ n .
Theorem 3.1.
[14] Symplectic zeta function χ φ (z) is a rational function of z and
Proof. If for every n all the fixed points of φ n are non-degenerate, i.e. for all
If we have degenerate fixed points one needs to perturb equations (2.2) in order to define the Floer homology. The necessary analysis is given in [41] is essentially the same as in the slightly different situations considered in [6] , where the above connection between the Euler characteristic and the Lefschetz number was firstly established.
In [14] we have defined the second symplectic zeta function for monotone symplectomorphism φ as the following power series:
Then F φ (z) is an invariant of mapping class g, which we denote by F g (z).
Motivation for this definition was the theorem 2.4 and nice analytical properties of the Nielsen zeta function
, see [10, 11, 40, 12] . We denote the numbers dim
be the Möbius function.
Theorem 3.2. [14]
Let φ be a non-trivial orientation preserving periodic diffeomorphism of least period m of a compact connected surface M of Euler characteristic χ(M) < 0 . Then the zeta function F φ (z) is a radical of a rational function and
where the product is taken over all divisors d of the period m, and P (d) is the integer [25] . The result is a large set of interesting non-Kahler symplectic manifolds with computational ways of distinguishing them.
In dimension four this gives a symplectic construction of the exotic elliptic surfaces of Fintushel and Stern [16] . This construction arises from knots. Associated to each fibered knot K in S 3 is a Riemann surface M and a monodromy diffeomor-
, where A K (t) is the Alexander polynomial of knot K. Next, let E 4 (n) be the simply-connected minimal elliptic surface with fiber F and canonicla divisor k = (n − 2)F . Forming the fiber sum
we obtain a symplectic manifold homeomorphic to E 4 (n). Then for n ≥ 2 the Gromov and Seiberg-Witten invariants of E 4 (K) are [16, 25] . Thus fibered knots with distinct Alexander polynomials give rise to symplectic manifolds E 4 (n, K) which are homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic. In particular, there are infinitely many distinct symplectic 4-manifolds homeomorphic to E 4 (n) [16] .
In higher dimensions it gives many examples of manifolds which are diffeomorphic but not equivalent as symplectic manifolds. Theorem 3.1 implies that the Gromov invariants of M 4 φ are related to symplectic Floer homology of φ via zeta function χ φ (z) = L φ (z). We hope that the second symplectic zeta function F φ (z) give rise to a new invariant of symplectic 4-manifolds [16] .
Topological entropy and the Nielsen numbers. A basic relation between
Nielsen numbers and topological entropy h(f ) [32] was found by N. Ivanov [27] . We present here a very short proof of Jiang of the Ivanov's inequality.
Proof. Let δ be such that every loop in X of diameter < 2δ is contractible. Let ǫ > 0 be a smaller number such that d(f (x), f (y)) < δ whenever d(x, y) < 2ǫ. Let E n ⊂ X be a set consisting of one point from each essential fixed point class of
. By the definition of h(f ), it suffices to show that E n is (n, ǫ)-separated. Suppose it is not so. Then there would be two points This inequality is remarkable in that it does not require smoothness of the map and provides a common lower bound for the topological entropy of all maps in a homotopy class.
We recall Thurston classification theorem for homeomorphisms of surfase M of genus ≥ 2. The map f above is called a Thurston canonical form of φ. In (3) it can be chosen so that some iterate f m is a generalised Dehn twist on U. Such a f , as well as the f in (1) or (2), will be called standard. A key observation is that if f is standard, so are all iterates of f .
Lemma 3.5.
[9] Let f be a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism with stretching factor λ > 1 of surfase M of genus ≥ 2. Then
Suppose f is a standard homeomorphism of surfase M of genus ≥ 2 and λ is the largest stretching factor of the pseudo-Anosov pieces( λ = 1 if there is no pseudo-Anosov piece). Then
The growth rate of a sequence a n of complex numbers is defined by Growth(a n ) := max{1, lim sup n→∞ |a n | 1/n } which could be infinity. Note that Growth(a n ) ≥ 1 even if all a n = 0. When Growth(a n ) > 1, we say that the sequence a n grows exponentially.
Definition 3.2. We define the asymptotic invariant F ∞ (g) of mapping class g ∈ Mod M = π 0 (Dif f + (M)) to be the growth rate of the sequence {a n = dim HF * (φ n )} for a monotone representative φ ∈ Symp m (M, ω) of g: 
, it must intersect U. But we see from [31] that a component of U can intersect at most 2 essential fixed point classes of φ. Hence we have N(φ) ≤ j N(φ j ).For the monotone diffeomorphism of finite type φ maps φ j are periodic. Applying last inequality to φ n and using remark 2.9 we have
by periodicity of φ j . Taking the growth rate in n, we get that asymptotic invariant F ∞ (g) = 1.
where N(g) denotes the Nielsen number of g and ψ is a standard(Thurston canonical form) representative of g.
Remark 3.6. For any mapping class
where λ is the largest stretching factor of pseudo-Anosov pieses of a standard( 
The Arnold conjecture in the nondegenerate case has now been proved in full generality. It was first proved by Eliashberg [8] for Riemann surfaces. For tori of arbitrary dimension it was proved in the celebrated paper by Conley and Zehnder [2] .
The most important breakthrough was Floer's proof of the Arnold conjecture in the nondegenerate case for monotone symplectic manifolds [18] . 
This estimation can be considered as a generalisation of the Poincaré -Birkhoff 
where ψ is a canonical pseudo-Anosov representative of g.
Proof.
We describe main steps of the proof. Firstly we smooth the singular pseudoAnosov map ψ locally near the singularities using Hamiltonian vector fields to get symplectomorphismψ in the given mapping class g with | Ind(x)| nondegenerate fixed points in the small neighborhood of x. The idea of such smoothing was sug- [41] , in the case of periodic mapping classes [20, 14] , as well as reducible mapping classes in which the map on each component is periodic [20] and in the case of certain compositions of Dehn twists, including some pseudo-Anosov maps [7] .
In the case of reducible mapping classes a energy estimate forbids holomorphic discs from crossing reducing curves except when a pseudo-Anosov component meets an identity component ( with no twisting). Let us introduce some notation following [3] . Recall the notation of M id for the collection of fixed components as well as the tree types of boundary: 1) ∂ + M id , ∂ − M id denote the collection of components of ∂M id on which we've joined up with a positive(resp. negative) twist; 2) the collection of components of ∂M id which meet a pseudo-Anosov component will be denoted ∂ p M id . Additionally let M 1 be the collection of periodic components and let M 2 bethe collection of pseudo-Anosov components with punctures( i.e. before any perturbation) instead of boundary components wherever there is a boundary component that meets a fixed component. We further subdivide M id . Let M a be the collection of fixed components which don't meet any pseudo-Anosov components.
Let M b,p be the collection of fixed components which meet one pseudo-Anosov component at a boundary with p prongs. In this case, we assign the boundary components to ∂ + M id (this is an arbitrary choice). Let M o b,p be the collection of the M b,p with each component punctured once. Let M c,q be the collection of fixed components which meets at least two pseudo-Anosov components such that the total number of prongs over all the boundaries is q. In this case, we assign at least one boundary component to ∂ + M id and at least one to ∂ − M id (and beyond that, it does not matter). 
Concluding remarks.
• Due to P. Seidel [42] 
